Central Coast GIS User Group
March 13, 2019
Minutes

Attendance: Farhad Kazemi (Central Lincoln), John Waffenschmidt (Lincoln County), Laura Gabel (DOGAMI), Christine Clapp (ODFW), Eli Adam, (Lincoln County), Tony D'Andrea (ODFW), Pat Clinton (EPA), Chris Hughes (Lincoln County), Ian Keene (CTSI), Weston Fritz (Lincoln City), Sandy Gruber (Lincoln City), Scott Branchfield (Lincoln County), Matt Blume (ODFW-Marine), Kelly Lawrence (ODFW), Eadie Kaltenbacher (Michael Baker Int'l), Rachel Armstrong (USFS), Anna Burkoff (Wave), Geoff Wilkie (NOAA, Toledo)

Current projects and updates: GPS rollover week is coming up April 6th, lots of map critiques, addressing and 911 discussion, various other discussions about data sources, some GIS history

Presentations: Map Critiques! We saw some great maps for river access and use, tsunami evacuations, and some others.

Meeting Business: We have lots of peers working on maps and GIS here – the user group is a way to connect, please help organize meetings if you can.

Geotrivia: Most common GNIS names in Oregon (Dry Creek with 98 occurrences)

Next Meetings:

Any suggestions for dates and locations/venues?